Special EOSARDA Board Meeting
Sunday, 24 May 2020
1:30 - 4:30 pm
ON-LINE MEETING
Attendees:
Jacques Chesnais
Gavin Currie
Gerry Johnson
Arlo Speer

Geoff Clarke
Barb Englehart
Lamar Mason
Wendy VanderMeulen

Teena Clarke
Pat Gauthier
Bob Pitruniak
Dave Western

Absentees:
Note:

The meeting was initiated using Cisco’s Webex as an on-line meeting platform. Most
members joined using a computer or other device; one member joining by telephone.
Connection problems precluded continuing the meeting using that platform. The
Webex portion of the meeting was terminated and a further attempt was made using
Zoom. Although the Zoom platform worked much more successfully for us, some
members still experienced connection problems (many of which we assumed were
related to poor Internet connectivity from some members’ residences). Given the
issues with the two on-line meeting platforms used, the Board was unable to conduct
much business at this meeting.

1. Call to Order
1.1. Opening Remarks

Appendix A

– Dave Western

2. Previous Records and E-Mail Decisions
– Arlo Speer
2.1. MOTION: Mason / Currie that the record of the 19 April 2020 Board meeting be
approved as presented.
CARRIED
3. EOSARDA’s Recovery Plan
3.1. Consensus on “Points of Agreement” document
Appendix B
• The Board agreed to the points presented in the document.
3.2. Adherence to our Constitution and Bylaws while the current COVID-19 situation
precludes the conduct of certain prescribed activities.
Considerable discussion ensued with no firm decision resulting.
3.3. The Board had a general discussion on the following items, again with no firm decisions.
The Board agreed to continue the discussion at the next meeting on items such as:
• Role of Member Clubs and the Council of Dancers
• Scope of Regional Recovery Plan
• Responsibilities
• Roles for our Committees
• Road map for developing our Regional Recovery Plan
• Possible club and dance leader subsidies
3.4. The Board agreed that:
• Club Liaison should undertake a survey of Member Clubs, but the content of the
survey is yet to be determined, and
• If clubs wished, we would defer registering the bulk of clubs’ dancers providing the
club itself and its Council of Dancers representative were registered.

3.5. MOTION: Wendy VanderMeulen / Teena Clarke that for the 2020/2021 dance year,
EOSARDA offer to register at no charge: (a) clubs; (b) up to 2 club members to provide
voting members for the next Council of Dancers meeting; and (c) any Director not
registered by (b).
CARRIED
3.6. Wendy and Lamar will circulate information about virtual dancing.
3.7. Dave undertook to draft a letter (for Board review) to member clubs encouraging clubs
to adhere to restrictions and limitations, offering our assistance as we move forward, and
outlining our proposed assistance with registration. (This was subsequently shortened as
a result of e-mail exchanges after the meeting)
4. New Business
4.1. Representatives to the Ontario Square and Round Dance Federation – Dave Western
• Deferred to a later date
4.2. 2020/2021 Budget
Appendix C
– Bob Pitruniak
• We concluded that, given uncertainties related to COVID-19, it wouldn’t be
possible to set a budget at the time.
• Deferred to a later date when future conditions are more certain.
5. Next Meeting
5.1. Assessment of on-line meetings
• Zoom presents some security challenges for at least one of our members.
• Despite the issues with Webex today, we should try Webex for our next meeting
before discounting it completely.
• For the next meeting, the Board agreed to begin with Webex and, if problems make
continuing with Webex unreasonable, we will switch quickly to a Zoom meeting.
• It was suggested that perhaps part of the issue with today’s meeting could have
been the extent to which Canadians use the Internet on Sunday afternoons. The
Board decided to try a mid-week, evening meeting to see if we might have more
success.
5.2. Our next meeting
• TUESDAY evening – 02 June – 7:00 pm
• The meeting will initially operate through Webex – Arlo will provide an invitation
to that meeting.
• Arlo will co-ordinate with Wendy to have a Zoom meeting readily available in case
Webex fails again to serve our needs.

Appendix A: Chairman’s Opening Remarks
They say that the current emergency situation is unprecedented and this is certainly true, if you
ignore the repeated waves of the Black Death that ravaged Europe in the Middle Ages and the
1919/1920 Spanish Influenza pandemic that killed more people than died in the four terrible
years of The Great War. Certainly there has been nothing like this in our life time. But when
it comes to figuring out how to plan for the post COVID-19 era, there is at least one historical
precedent we can draw on.
In 1942 the Allies had a problem. They knew that to win the war they would have to invade
mainland Europe but they did not know when the invasion could take place. There were
significant differences of opinion as to the likely date. The Americans, supported by the
Russians, wanted it to happen in 1943. The British preferred 1944 or even 1945.
Given the uncertainty about the date and the need to start planning right away, rather than
spending a lot of time arguing about the actual date for the invasion, the Allies chose a
hypothetical date and called it D-Day. The “D” in D-Day had no meaning. It would not be
until 5 am on June 5, 1944 that the actual date of the Invasion would be fixed - for the very
next day.
The next step in the planning process was to identify the requirements for a successful
invasion, most of which, when planning began, were completely unknown. The process was
complicated by the fact that, while there were many similarities in the wants and needs of the 3
services - Army, Navy and Air Force - there were also substantial differences among them,
including the amount of lead time each would need to get ready.
The Allies also had to recognize that planning would have to extend well beyond the actual
date of the invasion.
Of course, we are not planning for anything as monumental as the invasion of France. But the
challenge that we are facing has some commonalities with the problems facing the Allies back
in ‘42.
$
We are all convinced that dancing will resume again some day, but we don’t know when
that will be.
$
We do not know when or if an effective vaccine will be widely available.
$
The restrictions that we will face once we are allowed to dance again can be guessed at
but not known for certain
$
While many of these restrictions will impact all of our three dance styles equally, some
will impact some dance styles more than others
$
Permission to return to the dance floor may come with very little notice and
$
The actual return to dancing may be spread out over several months
Today we need to start planning for the return to dancing whenever that may be. There is a lot
to talk about and doubtless there will be some differences of opinion. I don’t think that we will
get it all done in one meeting. The best we can hope for is to make a start. The longest
journey begins with a single step, so let’s get started.

Appendix B: Points of Agreement
1. It is not the Board of Directors’ job to tell Member Clubs when and how to resume
dancing. That decision will be made by Member Clubs on a club-by-club basis.
2. It is the Board’s job to provide advice and guidance to Member Clubs based on the Board’s
collective experience and knowledge of the Directors and the results of any consultation
with the membership.
3. Clubs should abide by all conditions imposed by the Ontario Government even if this
means there will be a significant delay in resuming dancing.
4. It will not be possible for clubs in Ontario to begin dancing again until such time as the
government lifts the prohibition on Fitness classes. (X-Day).
5. It may be possible for some types of dancing to resume on or after X-Day.
6. It is likely that permission to resume dancing will come with conditions attached. Based
on policy measures announced to date by government when discussing re-opening the
economy, these conditions are likely to include:
$ maintenance of the rules on physical distancing;
$restrictions on inter-personal contact;
$limits on the number of people in the dance hall;
$frequent hand washing or use of hand sanitizers;
$wearing gloves
7. These conditions will impact Square, Round and Line dancing differently.
8. Since Line Dancing is really nothing more than aerobic exercise set to music, if dancers are
prepared to respect all conditions imposed by government, it may be possible for Line
Dancing to resume on or after X-Day.
9. Given that Round Dancers tend to dance with the same partner, it may be possible for
Round Dancing to resume on or after X-Day, if Round Dancers are prepared to government
imposed conditions.
10. Government imposed restrictions on interpersonal contact and physical distancing pose a
significant problem for square dancing as it is currently practised.
11. Without significantly modifying square dance practices, it may not be possible for square
dancing to resume until such time as restrictions on interpersonal contact and physical
distancing are removed.
12. Limits on class size will have a significant impact of club finances and could result in
higher dancer fees.

Appendix C: A Realistic Budget for 2020-21
Introduction
As Treasurer, I consider it my responsibility to propose a realistic budget for the coming 202021 fiscal year. We did discuss a budget in April but I now consider that budget as completely
unrealistic and thus, DOA.

My Assumptions
1: Square dancing really is different.
Society might partially reopen with masks, social distancing and limited groups sizes.
Line dancing and round dancing with a consistent dance partner should fit the re-opening
guidance.
Square dancing cannot be enjoyed with masks and social distancing - just not possible.
2. Square dancing cannot be safely enjoyed until our society has a working vaccine that we
all take and have faith in.
3. I watch the news. What I am hearing is that the best possible vaccine scenario is a covid19 vaccine in 12-18 months - if it works and if it does not kill people in our age groups.

My conclusion from these assumptions
1. It is possible that there will be line and round dancing starting in September, 2020.
2. There is zero chance of safe square dancing in the 2020-21 dance year AND also not in the
2021-22 dance year.
3. The earliest realistic guess of a safe date for square dancing to resume will be September
of 2022.

Our 3 Types of “Years”
EOSARDA has a fiscal year going for 01 July to 30 June, every year. We must have directors
elected/appointed for the fiscal year.
The dance community has dance years typically going from September to April.
Ontario Federation has an insurance year that follows the calendar year and our dancers must
have liability insurance and our member clubs rely on the EOSARDA insurance certificates for
access to some venues.

EOSARDA Background
Most of our member clubs are casual social groups and thus able to operate less formally.
EOSARDA is an Ontario Corporation and must operate more formally.
EOSARDA must have directors who are club members. EOSARDA decisions must be ratified
by a Council of Dancers whose members are club members.

EOSARDA Requirements
EOSARDA will operate for the next 2 years as a line dancing and round dancing organization but
MUST be ready to operate, as previously, as a full dancing organization starting in September
2022.
EOSARDA must continue to operate in a reduced manner - in hold mode - for the next 2 years.
EOSARDA cannot operate without Board Members and a Council of Dancers to accept its
recommendations and financial reporting.

Revised Budget Proposal
I offer the attached new budget document for your consideration. There are 2 columns of budget
data. The first was the budget we last considered in April, the second is my realistic guess at our
operation for the next fiscal year.
The only revenue we will have is registrations from line and round dancers.
I expect that most member clubs will not be operating. Since most clubs elect executive members
for the next dance year at general meetings in the spring, I assume that most clubs have not elected
new executives and will not be meeting or have easy access (or authority) to issue cheques to pay
registrations when they are not operating. Thus, I propose that EOSARDA pay to register
a)
b)
c)

all our previous square dance clubs
2 members from each club to act as CoD representatives
all present Board Members

Note here that Board Members must be registered with clubs and same with CoD reps. There will
be no square dance clubs operating so they will not register any dancers. I suggest we absorb the
costs to register them - same for Board members.
If we follow this recommendation, I project we will lose around $1,000 for the year. This must be
done as an investment so we are ready for the future re-opening of dancing life.

How I Used Diagrams to Help My Planning
This does get confusing with the different types of years and the planning that must be done. As an
example, before dancing can begin, we must ensure that insurance is in place. Since this is not likely to
happen for 2 years, we can defer that decision for another year.
Attached is a simple (and crude) diagram I used to help me with my planning. I hope it helps you visualize our
situation as well.
I noted our current date as May, moved right one circle for a year and then half way around to see that
the expected vaccine availability date looks like almost December in the 2021-22 dance year. I assume it
will take time to get people vaccinated so I see the earliest square dance start date as Sep in the 2022-23
dance year.

Other things to think about
A personal list, unrelated to this budget, but a natural follow-on to us not dancing this coming dance
year.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

With no square dancing, how do we retain the interest and participation of square dancing only
Board members?
Since I am assuming 2 years of no square dancing, what can we do to try to keep square
dancers engaged?
With 2 years of no square dancing, what can we do to help sd clubs with the dancing
space issues?
What can we be doing to help grow line and round dancing for the next 2 years because that
will be all we can do?
We must assume a reduction in the number of clubs that will survive through this layoff AND
the smaller membership sizes of those that do - what are the implications?
What kind of virtual dancing exercises can we encourage to keep square dancers
somewhat engaged and our callers and their skills from total atrophy?
We and the new dancers we have recruited over the past 2 years have invested time and
money getting them where they are. What can we do to keep them thinking about dancing
because their skills will be the first to disappear?

EOSARDA DRAFT Budget for 2020/21 Date: 2020-05-21

NOTE: Additional information has been omitted from the on-line version but is available upon request.

